Abstract. Let Ap denote the class of holomorphic functions on the unit disc whose first ^-derivatives belong to the disc algebra. We characterize the boundary interpolation sets for Ap, that is, those closed sets E c T such that every function in C(E) extends to a function in Ap.
Finally, we denote by A™ the algebra of functions / such that / and all its derivatives belong to A. If / is in one of these algebras, its restriction to T belongs, respectively, to the corresponding spaces C(T), CP(T), Up(s, T) or CX(T). A closed set E c T is said to be a boundary interpolation set (B.I. sets, for short), for A (resp. AP, As, A°°) if given any <f> G C(T) (resp. CP(T), Up(s, T), C°°(T)), there exists f in A (resp. AP,AS,A°°) such that {d'f/dtJ)(e") = {d^/dtJ)(e") for all e" G E,j = 0 in the A -case,/ = 0, . . . ,p in the Ap and A *-case, and all/ in the A °°-case.
The well-known Rudin-Carleson theorem states that the B.I.-sets for A are exactly the sets of Lebesgue measure zero.
Definitions. Let E G The a closed set and p(z) the Euclidean distance from z to E. E is said to be an A TW-set if it satisfies the condition (ATW) "For all arcs I G T, 1 r 1 ,1
T-rr I logdt < Const log-prr + Const"
\I\J, &p(e") B\I\
where |Z| denotes the length of I. A closed set E c T is said to be a K-set if it satisfies the condition (K) "For all arcs I c T,
sup{p(x), x G I) > const|Z|".
In [1] , H. Alexander, B. A. Taylor and D. L. Williams proved that the B.I.-sets for A °° are exactly the ATW-sets. In [5] , E. M. Dynkin has shown that the B.I.-sets for As are the A-sets. The Ap-case is, as far as we know, an open problem. The proof of the Alexander-Taylor-Williams result uses duality arguments and the fact that the dual of A °° can be represented as a space of analytic functions outside the disc. The proof of Dynkin's theorem uses an integral representation of functions in Lip(j, T) and the fact that this space is closed under conjugation (Privalov's theorem). There are no corresponding results in the A ''-case and that is why the proof of these theorems seems to have no extension to the integer case.
The main result of this paper is the characterization of B.I.-sets in the Ap-case. We show that they are also the A-sets and, in particular, do not depend on p, as it was to be expected.
Next, we briefly explain the contents of each section and some other relevant results.
In §11, together with the general notations we collect the auxiliary results used in the other sections.
The aim of §111 is the construction, for a given A-set F and for each r > 0, of outer functions Fr such that |Fr(z)| is equivalent to p(z)r and \F^k\z)\ is dominated by p(z)r~k. This construction is the main step in the proof of the main theorem. This result is already present in Dynkin's paper [5] , using some function theory on Lipschitz domains. Our contribution in this section is to prove these estimates just using the classical function theory in the unit disc. We use that log p G BMO for A-sets and apply usual BMO techniques. Some other conditions equivalent to condition (K) are also found. 1 We prove the main result in §IV. We also note here that our method applies as well to the ^-case and point out the changes to be done. The result has been announced in [12] .
In §V we give a new and constructive proof of the Alexander-Taylor-Williams theorem.
It is easy to see that every A-set is an ATW-set. In §VI we show, by exhibiting an example, that the converse is not true. The same example shows that log p G BMO is not a sufficient condition for A ''-interpolation. ' We must point out that the use of concepts related to BMO, for instance the Muckenhoupt weights, also appears in S. V. Hruscev, Sets of uniqueness for the Gevrey classes, Ark. Mat. 15 (1977), 253-304.
II. Notations, definitions and auxiliary results. E will always denote a closed set and p(z) the Euclidean distance from z to E. The letter p will mean a positive integer and í a positive noninteger real number, as used in the introduction.
A set F is called a Carleson set if log p G LX(T). Carleson sets are exactly the boundary zero sets of functions in A p, As or A °° (see [3] , [10] , [11] ).
A p is a Banach space with the norm ||/||/4, = sup{|/'1>(z)|,0<n<Jp,zGZT} and /4°° is a Fréchet space with the norms || \\Af,p > 0. If Z is an arc in T, we denote by \I\ its length, and put R(I) = {z G D: z/\z\ G I and 1 -|/|/2w < \z\ < 1).
The arc which has the same center as I and 2" times its length is denoted by 2"Z. We say that an arc I G T and a point z G D are related if z/|z| is the center of I and |Z| = 1 -\z\.
For u G LX(T), we denote by I(u) the mean of u over I, 1 r I(u) = -j-I m ¿Z/n, íZw = Lebesgue measure on T.
BMO is the subspace of LX(T) of all u G LX(T) such that II "II BMO * SUP 7(l" -J(«)l) < °°/ cr that is, w has bounded mean oscillation. The complex version of BMO is the space BMOA of all/ G ZZ ' whose boundary values belong to BMO.
If x, y are two variables, the notation x -y will mean that they are of the same order, in the sense that some constants m, M > 0 exist such that m < x/y < M.
Finally, the notations "const" of C, Cn mean positive constants, not necessarily the same at each occurrence.
We already know that log|e" -1| is in BMO. The following lemma gives a criterion for log p G BMO, and will be used in the next section.
2.1. Lemma. Suppose E is a Carleson set and that there exists a > 0 such that, for all Igt, m{x G I: p(x) < r) < const|Z|(r/|Z|)a, r > 0.
Then, log p G BMO.
Proof. As in [6, p. 416] , it is enough to find for each I c T a value a¡ such that, if S.-{xGl:\logp(x)-a,\ >o}, m(Sa) < const e"*"|Z|, fora > 0,
where b does not depend on Z. Given I, let £, tj G Z be such that
and take a, = log p(f) where Mk = max{\xp(k)(e")\, a < t < b).
Proof. Integrating by parts n times we obtain
1 ra e" + 4z(-V"\e")dt.
i"*h (e" -z)
The first term in this expression gives the first one in (4). In the second one, write xp("Xe") = xp(n\e'c) + e(t). By the mean value theorem, |e(r)| < Mn+l\t -c\. Thus, this term is less than i>rv'c)i (e) There exists 0 < a < 1 such that, for all I G T, m{x G I: p(x) < r) < const |Z|(r/|Z|)a, r > 0.
Proof. Write s¡ = sup{p(x), x G I}. Remember that F is a A-set if |Z| < const s,.
(a) => (b). This follows from Z(log p) < log s,. If E is a K-set,for every arc I c T,
where a is the same as in (c) of Theorem 3.1. fj 3.3. Corollary.
If E is a K-set and a is the same as in (c) of Theorem 3.1,
Proof. First of all, observe that the left member is defined for all z G D and is a continuous function of z. This is because |f -z\~x is locally integrable and P(í) ' " is bounded near z and, also, because near E, where |f -z|_1 is bounded, p($)~ ' ~" is integrable, by Corollary 3.2.
Break the integral into two parts A and B, defined respectively by |f -z| < p(z)/2 and \$ -z\ > p(z)/2. Now, |J -z| < p(z)/2 implies p(f) > p(z)/2.
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To estimate B, write Uk = {f : 2k < 2|f -z|/p(z) < 2k+x}. Then, *< 2// ir^rdîdr,< z-n^If *trl--#+ k = oJ Juk IS -z| t=o pW2 j Juk
The projection of the disc \¡ -z\ < 2kp(z) on F is an arc of length < 2kp(z)\z\~ '. Also, the point of this disc nearest to 0 has distance 1 -|z| + 2*p(z) < (2k + l)p(z) from T. Since it is enough to obtain the estimate for |z| > 1/2, we see that this disc, and also Uk, is contained in a R(Ik), with \Ik\ < 2*+1p(z). Therefore, applying Corollary 3.2, we get oo ,
From condition (e) in Theorem 3.1 and Lemma 2.1 we get:
3.4. Corollary. Let E be a K-set. Then log p G BMO. □
In the next theorem we shall need a modification of p on T, which is equivalent to p and is C°° outside E. This can be obtained as follows (see also [11] ). If (an, bn) are the complementary intervals of E in T, define p in (an, bj) by
Then p -p. This implies |Z(logp) -Z(log p)\ < const for every I, and therefore, log p G BMO.
3.5. Theorem. Let E be a K-set and p defined as above. Let h(z) be defined by
¿ir Jo e -z and let u(z) be the real part of h(z) (the Poisson transform of log p). Define F(z) = exp h(z). Then, the following estimates hold:
Proof. To prove (a), we use the fact that for a harmonic function u with boundary values in BMO and for I related to z, one has \u(z) -I(u)\ < const||M||BMO [2, p. 6] . So it is enough to prove that |log p(z) -Z(log p)| < const if Z and z are related. Since | /(log p) -Z(log p)| < const, we must see that |log p(z) -Z(log p)| < const (6) for Z related to z. There exists a constant c such that \e" -z\ < c(l -|z|) for e" G I. Hence p(e") < p(z) + \e" -z\ < (c + l)p(z) on Z and so Z(log p) < log p(z) + const. To obtain the reverse inequality, we distinguish two cases. If c(l -|z|) < p(z)/2, then p(e") > p(z)/2 on I and we get Z(log p) > log p(z) -const. If p(z)/2 < c(l -|z|) = c|Z|, we use (a) of Theorem 3.1 to obtain again Z(log p) > log p(z) -const.
This relation and the one above give (6) and (a). Since |F(z)| = exp u(z), it follows that|F(z)|~p(z).
We will prove now that
Then (b) will follow inductively from the relation F' = h'F and (a). Since log p G BMO and BMO is closed under conjugation, h is in BMOA.
Fix some c > 1. If p(z)/2 < c(l -|z|), (7) follows from Lemma 2.2. If p(z)/2 > c(l -|z|), consider the arc J = {e": \e" -z\ < p(z)/2} of T. Let a, b be the endpoints of J, so that \a -z\ = \b -z\ = p(z)/2. We claim the following:
L|/|~p(z).
p(e")~p(z)
fore" G J. 3. \e" -z\ ~ \e" -Cj\ for e" G J, where Cj is the center of J. To prove 1, |/| < const|a -b\ < const(|a -z\ + \z -b\) < const p(z). On the other side,
and so \a -cy| > p(z)(c -l)/2c, which gives |/| > const p(z). Point 2 is trivial. For the point 3, if \e" -z\ > p(z)/2, one has Hence, \e" -z\ < \e" -Cj\ + 1 -|z| < \e" -Cj\ + p(z)/2c
< \e" -Cj\ + c~x\e" -z\.
\e" -cj\ > ((c -l)/c)\e" -z\.
Also, \e" -Cj\ < 2\e" -z\.
Now we write k=\ But log p is in BMO, and so, /*(|log p -/(log p)\) < (2k + l)||log p||BMO (see [8, p. 79] ). Therefore, the above expression is bounded by some constant times |/|~", and so, using point 1, some constant times p(z)~". This shows that also the contribution of T \ J satisfies an estimation like (7), and finishes the proof of the theorem, fj Remark. If F is a Carleson set and h, F are defined as in Theorem 3.5, the derivatives of h (and F) satisfy estimates of the type |/i(n)(z)| < Cnp(z)~q" for some integer qn. This can be easily shown using the same method (see [3] or [10] ). The important point in Theorem 3.5 is that we can choose qn = n -1 and also that |F(z)| is not only dominated by p(z), but equivalent to it.
In particular, we see that if £ is a A-set, then F [log p](z), the Poisson transform of log p, is like log p. The converse is also true, so that this property can be added to the list of equivalent conditions to (K). Even more than this is true, as shown by the following result: 3.6. Theorem. Let E be a Carleson set such that
Then, E is a K-set.
Proof. We will see that (a) of Theorem 3.1 is verified, for Z small. Given I, take z such that z/|z| is the center of I and z is at distance w|Z| from the endpoints of I. A computation shows that Pz(e") > |Z|~' in I and that (1 -|z|) -|Z|. Now, clog p is positive for some c > 0. Hence, c + /(-log p) = I(c -log p)< f Pz(e"){c -log p(e"))dt Ji < f Pz(e")(c -log p(e"))dt = c -¿»[log P](z) jt < c -log|Z| + const. □ Now we state the theorem that will be used in the proof of the main result. In it, Fr is just F raised to the rth power, i.e., Fr(z) = exp rh(z). Part (c) of this theorem follows from the fact that p and log p are C°° in F \ F (the conjugate of a function which is of class C °° in an arc is also of class C °° in this arc).
3.7. Theorem. Let E be a K-set and let p(z) denote the distance from z to E. Then, for each r > 0, there exists an outer function Fr such that :
(a)\Fr(z)\~p(z)r,zGD.
(b) |F/n,(z)| < C"p(z)r-",z G D,n > 1.
(c)F, G C°°(T\E).
We note that the estimates in (b) also hold for z G T \ E. □ IV. Proof of the main result. In this section we will prove the following theorem:
Theorem. If p is a positive integer, a closed set E G T is a boundary interpolation set for Ap if and only if it is a K-set.
The necessity. Necessity is proved in the same way as in the As-case. We briefly explain, for the sake of completeness, how this proof goes. If F is a (B.I.) set for Ap, for each f G D, the function 4>¡(z) = (f -z)_1 must be interpolated by some /f G Ap. But, using the open mapping theorem, we can obtain some control in the bounds 1/rL' < const||<J>f||c, = const(l -|f |)
Write gç(z) = 1 -(f -z)fç(z), so that gf(f ) = 1 and gf, as well as its first p derivatives, vanishes on E. This latter fact implies igf(*)i < \\gs\\A>p(zY < consto -mr^'Wr But this estimate can be improved to |gf(z)| < const(l -\Ç\)~pp(z)p for \$ -z\ < const(l -|f |). In particular, this last estimate holds for z in the curvilinear square centered at f. Then, an application of Jensen's inequality leads to condition (K).
The sufficiency. For simplicity, we will prove the sufficiency of condition (K) just in casep = 1, and comment on the general case at the end.
Let <i> G CX(T). Writing <¡>x(e") = -ie~"(d<p/dt)(e"), <b2(e") = i<px(e"), e" G E, it is easy to see that (<p, <f>" <|>2) is a Whitney jet on F. Whitney's extension theorem allows us to suppose that </> G C'(C), <|> G C°°(C\ E) and, by construction, that the continuous function <& = d<p vanishes on E. The following estimates also hold, for |f | < 2, a G E: |ZJ>*<p(f) -Dk<p(a)\ < const w(|f -a\) for every bi-index k, \k\ = 1.
PvS)
Here, w is a modulus of continuity, that is, a nondecreasing function on [0, oo), concave and continuous, with w(0) = 0. (See [7] .) In particular,
|3*(J)| < const i^££, |f | < 2, S G E. and so satisfies a bound like (12) . In the second part, where p(f ) < p(z)a/2r, one has |<I>(f )| < const <o(p(z)o/2/'), by (8) . Hence, its contribution is less than const u(p(z)a/2r)ffD(p(Ç)"7|f -z\)dí dt\. Now, Corollary 3.3 shows that this also satisfies a bound like (12) . This ends the proof of the first step. . This would be proved in the same way that we have proved that A(w), B(w) were continuous functions in point 1. That Ex(w) also has a continuous extension to this arc is trivial. The function E2(w) also extends continuously to this arc. This is because <I> and Fr are of class C " in T \ E and the regularity on an arc of the Cauchy integral is the same as that of the conjugate function. Therefore, dv(w) has a continuous extension to a neighbourhood of z. Since z was arbitrary in T \ E, this proves that dv extends continuously to D \ E. Now we turn to the proof of (13). It is enough to prove an estimate of the type
for some continuous function y, with ,(0) = 0. To do this, we put w = z in (15) and estimate separately C(z), D(z), Ex(z) and E2(z).
We have
Now, (12) implies that C(z) satisfies an estimate like (16).
To estimate D(z) and Ex(z), we use (8), (9) and parts (a), (b) of Theorem 3.7. We get IDWK const // *«l«% J\JnWPuy*1 lf-.fl |F,(z)|< const f »OK») J^l,.
which are of type (16). It remains to prove the estimate for E2(z). We can write
Now we use Lemma 2.3 with <Kf ) = HS)/f 2¿v(f ) (recall that O and Fr are C°° in T \ E) and « = 0. With the notations of that lemma, using (8), (9) , the properties of Fr and the fact that p(f ) ---p(z) for f G y2, one gets that M0 < const u(p(z))p(z)~r and M, < const co(p(z))p(z)"1_r. Since the length of y2 is less than const p(z) we finally obtain |F2(z)| < const u(p(z))p(z)~'.
Thus, proof of point 2 is finished. 
This would be proved as in case/) = 1, using expression (15), together with the fact that 4> and Fr are C°° outside F. With (18) proved, we would replace the estimates (17) by \dik)v(z)Fru\z)\ = o(p(zy-k~j) and from these obtain that/ G A" and that / interpolates <p and its first p derivatives on E. fj We show now that the above proof can be adapted to the A *-case. We will do it in case 0 < s < I.
Given <j> G Lip(s, T), we could suppose this time, using a theorem of Whitney's type (see [9] ), that <p G C °°(C \ E) and that if $ = 3<f>
for |f | < 2,f G E.
Take now r = s + a and define v in the same way. 1. t>(z) is a continuous function on C \ E such that
The continuity of v is proved as before. The estimate (19) and (a) 
We just sketch how to obtain (21). We consider again expression (15) for w = z and estimate separately C(z), D(z), Ex(z) and E2(z).
For C(z), In particular, |/'(z)| = 0((l -|z|)i_1) and then the Hardy-Littlewood theorem [4] shows that the boundary values of / are in Lip(í, T). But this is in fact equivalent to/ G As. Thus we can state (this is the theorem proved in [5] We will need the following lemma, which also gives the analogous result to (a) Gp{n\z) = OforO < n < p and z G E. Sufficiency. Suppose F is an ATW-set and <f> G CX(T).
1. For each/7 G A, there exists/, G A" such that fp(n)(z) = <f>(n)(z) for « < p and z G E (that is, fp interpolates the first p derivatives of <j>). Also, fp G C00^ \ E) and |j^n)(z)| < Cnp(z)~q-for some integers qn.
To prove point 1, we take an almost analytic continuation of </>. That is, the function í> = 3<i> vanishes on T together with all is derivatives (to do this, complete on T the jet induced by $ and apply Whitney's extension theorem, as in the proof of the main theorem). By (b) of Lemma 5.3, the function ^/G, also vanishes on T together with all its derivatives, so that a solution v in C°°(D) of dv = <&/Gp can be found. Now it is enough to define fp = <¡> -vGp (the properties of Gp imply that f satisfies all requirements).
2. Now we apply a procedure used by Malgrange to prove Whitney's extension theorem in the C°°-case (see [7] ). With the notations of Lemma 5.4, for each p G N, the function fp+, -fp satisfies the hypotheses of that lemma, and so there and so, (f, p")(j, p~e) < const(« -m)2/n2m2 ~ const|Z|2. The case n = oo is also included here. (//')(//")< (J>')(J>Í< const|/''2 < const|/|2
and (28) follows again.
